and f?$ be two labels; l; locally precedes l; if either j < i or if i = j and a < b. Though the locally precedes relation is defined for any pair of distinct labels, it reflects a precedence relation only among labels whose edges enter the same node in the precedence graph.
Let G be some precedence graph. The frontal branch of G is a path which is defined as follows:
The first node in the frontal branch is the virtual root label l:; the second node of the frontal branch of G is a node whose edge enters the root and which is locally preceded by all other nodes in G whose edges enter lg. In general if a is a prefix of the frontal branch of G whose last node is 1$ then the next node in the frontal branch is the label whose edge enters t$ and which is locally preceded by all other labels whose edges enter l;. The writer protocol appears in Figure  2 . 
